
Staff:

● Mr Beale, Subject Leader of 
History and Politics. 

● Miss Ahern, Teacher of History

Welcome to 
the History 
Department





Our Key Stage 5 Curriculum
At A Level students have the opportunity to study towards 
qualifications with AQA. Students will study the following 
units. 
History
● The Tudors, 1485-1603
● The American Dream: Reality and Illusion 1945-1980
● NEA essay based on a topic of pupil’s choosing. 

“Studying History A 
Level has fully 
prepared me for the 
demands of 
University”
Year 13 Student











Frequently Asked Questions
1. What do we study in History?
We study everything about the past! We study why people have moved to the UK, 
how people have fought for their rights, how Britain has had an impact on the 
world, how global events have had their impact on Britain. We even study what it 
was like to be at Vyners 60 years ago!
2. How diverse is the History Curriculum
The History department are determined to reflect how diverse the past is. We have 
included specific topics on Women’s history, migration and black british history but 
we also make sure that every lesson includes a range of voices from the past. 



Frequently Asked Questions
3. What Home learning is required?
We use home learning to prepare for lessons so that more exciting conversations and debates can 
happen. We also use home learning to delve deeper into the past and find out about the 
complexities of the topics we study. 
4. How will my child be challenged in History lessons?
The History department uses up to date historical scholarship as the foundation of our curriculum. 
This means that students are constantly engaging with and challenging interpretations of the past.
5. What is History useful for?
The study of History fosters critical thinking, evaluation and argument. They are vital skills for an 
emerging economy where the ability to interpret evidence and present it to others is highly 
desirable. Alongside History, Students go on to study Law, Medicine & PPE at university.  



We look forward to meeting you in
September 2021!


